Every speech community has its own language. Each language is capable of expressing the overt life experience of its speech community. Two speech communities can have s i m i l a r meaning experiences, and their languages can have s i m i l a r linguistic categories. Similar meaning experiences, however, can have different experience classification. And difference in experience classification can thus r e s u l t in different distribution in s i m i l a r linguistic categories.
However, during winter, one usually does not hear the third one:
1. It's hot today (rare) 2. It's warm today 3 . _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _
It's cold today
There is always a difference in temperature among hot, waym, cool, and cold in the s a m e locality but in different seasons, in different localities but in the s a m e season, o r in different localities and different seasons experienced by speakers of the same language. Our interest here is the usage of these four weather expressions in the s a m e locality and in the s a m e season but by speakers of different languages: English and Chinese.
In Chinese, there are also four weather expressions. They are: &, nw&thwo, ly&gkwai,and l & g .
If we put the four weather expressions in English and in Chinese side by side, we have:
English Chinese hot warm cool cold r 6 nwtinhwo lygngkwai 16ng
The four expressions in Chinese are near equivalents t o the four in English as items, but not quite. In Ann Arbor, waYm can be said to have a higher temperature than cool. Between the two poles of hot and cold, waYm is closer to hot and cool i s c l o s e r to cold, regardless of the fact whether the temperature is moving from hot toward cold (getting cooler o r colder) o r from cold toward hot (getting warm T h e r e are nouns and v e r b s in Chinese. A noun is a syntactic word which can be placed in apposition with a D-AN4 compound, as re'n in j& ge re'n 'this man', slaw& in y i bei shwgi 'a cup of water'. 5 A verb is a syntactic word which can be modified by the adverb bu (except that the verb y6u takesnz&) and can be followed by the phrase suffix le . 6 For example: However, when they occur with the 1 z \ ending, they a r e classified with book-s, picture-z, watch-iz, as count nouns. When they occur without the { z 1 ending, they a r e referred to a s mass nouns. three cups of tea in experience classification. Hence between the two languages there is some similarity in meaning experience and in experience classification. But there is a difference in grammatical distribution between the two pragmatic similarities. lb. and 2b. are similar to la. and 2a. in meaning experience but similar to 3a. and 4a. in experience classification.
,-------_____________________ Grammatically both express interrogation.
jz" asks about a one-digit number and is a bound form. dwdshzu asks about a number with two o r more digits and is a free form.
The relationship betweenhow many, how much and j;, dwtish& is shown 'n the following diagram. There is similarity between how many, how much and j;, dwGsh& in that they are all quantity question expressions. But as lexical items, they are different in meaning distribution. A s grammatical items, they are different in linguistic distribution.
Between any two languages, there can be differences and similarities. This phenomenon can also occur between the student's native language and his foreign language. In foreign language teaching, a teacher not only must be constantly aware of the differences between the students' native language and the foreign language he is teaching but also must study the apparent similarities in the two languages in detail. Differences undoubtedly cause e r r o r s in foreign language production. Similarities, as we have seen, can also cause mistakes. For within similarities, there can be different distributions. Different distributions are also e r r o r -causing factors.
Foreign language learning is a discipline. The learner must s a y what the native speakers of that language say, strange as some of the linguistic features may s e e m to him. It is also essential that he attempts t o categorize as the native speakers do, unusual as some of the ways may appear t o him. F o r between peoples, similar meaning experience can have different experience classification; between languages, similar linguistic categories can have different linguistic distributions. In order to speak a foreign language properly, the learner must master the linguistic distributions of that language. Such mastery can be more easily attained if he attempts to understand the way native speakers classify experience. And similarities with different distribution can thus be acquired with less difficulty.
